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Chapter 349 Trevor Didn’t Lose! 

In the end, Trevor decided to fight against his opponent head-on. At that time, a rather strange situation 

appeared in the court. 

 

No matter how hard the Eastern University players tried, they couldn't squeeze Trevor all the time. 

 

Even Bertram couldn't find any chance to take advantage. 

 

The brutal style of the players also caused bursts of boos from the stands. 

 

Erick inspected the whole situation angrily with his eyes wide. He couldn't understand why so many 

people failed to defeat Trevor. 

 

The whole time, he shouted and pushed forward with his hands constantly, signaling his team members 

to continue fighting against Trevor. 

 

Of course, Bertram understood the signals of his coach, but he was so anxious. 

 

Even though he took advantage of his height and weight to collide with Trevor several times, he failed 

every time which made him very angry. 

 

When Bertram got the ball again, he pretended as if he was going to pass the ball. But then, he smashed 

it at Trevor in the last minute! 

 

Fortunately, Trevor was on guard against them and so, he noticed all of their small movements. 

 

However, since the ball came towards him from a quite tricky angle, he couldn't catch it at first. In order 

to stop it, he had to swing sideways. 

 

The next second, Trevor saw that the ball rebounded several times before flying in the direction of a 

little girl with a ponytail. 

 

In a daze, the little girl looked at the basketball with wide eyes. She got so scared that she didn't dare to 

move. 

 

Without caring about anything, Trevor followed the direction of the ball and hit it to another direction 

with his bare hands. 

 

Coincidentally, the ball changed its path and hit directly on Erick's face. Even the sunglasses hanging on 

his forehead were smashed into pieces and his forehead became red instantly. 

 

At first, Erick was excited to see Bertram threw the ball at Trevor. 
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However, he didn't expect that Trevor would be able to dodge, let alone changing the direction of the 

basketball towards him! 

 

That kid must have done it on purpose! 

 

Thinking about it, Erick became furious. He actually forgot that it was him who ordered his players to 

target Trevor. 

 

Just as he walked towards Trevor to blame him, Leo stood up and walked into the court. 

 

Trevor didn't have time to care about other things as he tried his best to comfort the little girl who was 

almost hit. 

 

With a smile on his face, he reached his hand out and touched the little girl's face while telling her not to 

be afraid. 

 

However, his action must have aroused the pain on his shoulder because his lips twitched a little. With 

the other hand, he quietly rubbed his aching shoulder to ease the pain. 

 

Actually, he reached out his hand to redirect the ball in midair in a hurry. 

 

Therefore, even though he succeeded in stopping the ball, he injured his shoulder and now it was 

slightly painful. 

 

At that time, Leo came towards Trevor and helped him up. 

 

Then, he said, "Thank you for saving the little girl." 

 

Seeing that a basketball star like Leo didn't put on airs, Trevor said politely, "No. It is fine. I just did what 

I should do." 

 

Leo couldn't believe Trevor's kindness. With a smile on his face, he said, "No, I have to thank you so 

much because this is my daughter. You are her savior now." 

 

After saying that, Leo raised his hands and started clapping. 

 

Under the lead of Leo, all the other audience in the basketball court applauded. 

 

After all, they saw the way Trevor tried his best to stop the ball to protect the little girl. 

 

They couldn't help but praise for his bravery and kindness. 

 

On the other hand, Trevor was shocked! Obviously, he didn't expect that the little girl he just saved 



would be Leo's daughter. 

 

However, he quickly came back to his senses and greeted Leo, who was still standing by his side, "Leo, 

I'm your fan. I like the way you play very much! Oh, I'm a student majoring in journalism at the Jork 

University. Can I interview you after the competition? I have a social studies assignment. That's why." 

 

Without hesitation, Leo agreed with a smile. 

 

In fact, he even noticed that Trevor was secretly rubbing his shoulder just now. Therefore, he thought 

that Trevor's shoulder might be hurt because of excessive movement. 

 

Immediately, Leo grabbed a microphone and announced, "In the view of the special situation in the 

court, this basketball exchange game is over in advance." 

 

After saying that, Leo escorted Trevor out of the court. At that time, another round of applause sounded 

again. 

 

Finally, the exchange game ended with a lop-sided score. 

 

Compared to the dull first two quarters, the substitute Trevor's courage to fight and save the little girl 

left a deep impression on the audience. 

 

In other words, it could be said that even though the Jork University lost the game, Trevor surely didn't 

lose! 

 


